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QUESTION 1

A customer is running a VMware vSphere cluster in a business critical production environment. Which step should be
performed before servicing an HP server blade? 

A. Place the host that needs to be serviced in Maintenance mode 

B. Power off the server blade before removing it from the enclosure 

C. Power off all virtual machines in the environment 

D. Suspend the virtual machines on the host that needs to be serviced 

Correct Answer: A 

http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-50/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.avail.doc_50%2FGUID-39731BEC-
EB0C-48C9-813B-CAF9DE884FD5.html 

Place a Host in Maintenance Mode You place a host in maintenance mode when you need to service it, for example, to
install more memory. A host enters or leaves maintenance mode only as the result of a user request. Virtual machines
that are running on a host entering maintenance mode need to be migrated to another host (either manually or
automatically by DRS) or shut down. The host is in a state of Entering Maintenance Mode until all running virtual
machines are powered down or migrated to different hosts. You cannot power on virtual machines or migrate virtual
machines to a host entering maintenance mode. 

When no more running virtual machines are on the host, the host\\'s icon changes to include under maintenance and
the host\\'s Summary panel indicates the new state. While in maintenance mode, the host does not allow you to deploy
or power on a virtual machine. 

Note DRS does not recommend (or perform, in fully automated mode) any virtual machine migrations off of a host
entering maintenance or standby mode if the vSphere HA failover level would be violated after the host enters the
requested mode. Procedure In the vSphere Client inventory, right-click a host and select Enter Maintenance Mode. If
the host is part of a partially automated or manual DRS cluster, a list of migration recommendations for virtual machines
running on the host appears. If the host is part of an automated DRS cluster, virtual machines are migrated to different
hosts when the host enters maintenance mode. If applicable, click Apply Recommendations. The host is in maintenance
mode until you select Exit Maintenance Mode 

 

QUESTION 2

Which HP tool allows you to create a report of the complete firmware installed on an HP BladeSystem server? 

A. Server Migration 

B. Capacity Advisor 

C. Smart Update Manager D. ProLiant Support Pack 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3



The Onboard Administrator screenshot below displays a c7000 enclosures showing the port mapping interconnect bay
3. New ProLiant BL460c blade servers are in 14. All newly installed blade servers are correctly configured with
mezzanine cards. How many unused Device Bay ports will be shown after populating these new blades? 

A. 2 

B. 3 

C. 4 

D. 6 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You are looking to expand a raid what command is needed to do this? 

A. EXPAND 

B. DISKPART 

C. AU CLI 

D. ORCA 

Correct Answer: C 

http://h20000.www2.hp.com/bc/docs/support/SupportManual/c00729544/c00729544.pdf Expanding an array 

You can increase the storage space on an array by adding physical drives. Any drive that you want to add must meet
the following criteria: 

It must be an unassigned drive. 

It must be of the same type as existing drives in the array (for example, SATA or SAS). 



It must have a capacity no less than that of the smallest drive in the array. 

When you want to expand an array, allow about 15 minutes per gigabyte for the expansion to be completed. During this
time, the controller cannot perform any other expansion or migration. Performance might be degraded slightly during
the 

expansion, depending on the Expand Priority setting ("Setting the rebuild priority or expand priority" on page 15). To
minimize any effect on normal server operations, expand an array during periods of low server use. 

To expand an array: 

1.

 Back up all data on the array. Although array expansion is unlikely to cause data loss, observing this precaution
provides extra data security. 

2.

 Confirm that the cache battery is connected and fully charged. 

3.

 In the Logical Configuration View panel, highlight the array, and then press the Enter key. 

4.

 In the Array Options menu, highlight the Expand Array option, and then press the Enter key. The screen displays three
panels (Expand Array, Physical Drives, and Expand Existing Array), and the highlight moves to the Expand Array
panel. 

5.

 Highlight the Assign Drive option, and then press the Enter key. 

The highlight moves to the Physical Drives panel. 

6.

 Highlight a physical drive that you want to add to the array, and then press the Enter key. (For optimum use of drive
capacity, select a drive that has the same capacity as other drives in the array.) The highlight returns to the Expand
Array panel. 

7.

 (Optional) Repeat steps 5 and 6 to add more drives. 

8.

 Highlight the Accept Changes option, and then press the Enter key. 

9.

 Press the Esc key to begin the array expansion and return to the Logical Configuration View panel. 

To view the progress of the array expansion, press the F3 key, and then scroll to the progress bar near the bottom of
the screen. 



 

QUESTION 5

A customer has two C3000\\'s with flexfabric modules and does not have VCEM what would be the recommended for
mac addressing? 

A. Let the mac addresses automatically populate, you\\'ll be fine. 

B. Join the two virtual connect domains 

C. Use a range for the first enclosure and manually assign the second enclosure 

D. Assign different mac address ranges so there will be no conflicting mac addresses 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

You are at a customer site and need to add new VLANs to an existing Virtual Connect domain. THe Virtual Connect
Manager displays a message that it is locked, and there is a do not pass sign at the top of the web interface. What could
cause this? 

A. The VC domain reached the maximum number of VLANs 

B. The VC firmware is on an old fimware revision 

C. The VC domain is locked by Virtual Connect Enterprise Manager 

D. You do not have proper right to make any VC domain changes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Where can you check the WWN of the blade servers that will be connected to external storage through FlexFabric? 

A. OA 

B. iLO 

C. IML 

D. ORCA 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

Where can you find what exactly is included in a HP Installation Services CarePack? 



A. CarePack Data Sheet 

B. CarePack Lookup Tool 

C. SPOCK 

D. Insight Online 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which HP solution offers automated deployment and configuration of servers using scripting or imaging technology? 

A. Factory Express 

B. Insight Manager 

C. Insight Foundation 

D. Insight Control 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which log or report is used to verify the Memory Serial Presence Detect (SPD) information on a BladeSystem Gen8
server? 

A. Integrate Management Log(IML) 

B. Insight Diagnostic, Survey report from HP Intelligent Provisioning tool 

C. iLO Diagnostic Log 

D. Onboard Administrator (OA) ShowAll report 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

What Happens to the iLO subsystems when upgrading the Intelligent Provisioning on a BL460c Gen8 ? 

A. Two Versions are kept until one is selected in the maintenance menu 

B. Two Versions are kept until one is selected in the maintenance menu 

C. They are left alone as a separate NAND Flash 

D. The firmware is updated if it is a lower version than the upgrade 



Correct Answer: C 

 

http://h20000.www2.hp.com/bc/docs/support/SupportManual/c03207602/c03207602.pdf - Page "Even though iLO 4
enables and disables the NAND flash partitions, HP Intelligent Provisioning is not part of the iLO 4 firmware. The NAND
flash is separate from the iLO subsystem. This means, for example, that updating iLO 4 firmware will not affect HP
Intelligent Provisioning and vice versa." 

 

QUESTION 12

After a power failure, how long will the data be retained on the cache of an FBWC of a Smart Array Controller? 

A. 24 hours 

B. 48 hours 

C. 72 hours 

D. indefinitely 

E. FBWC does not protect cache data with power failure 

Correct Answer: D 

http://h18004.www1.hp.com/products/quickspecs/14228_div/14228_div.PDF 
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